Why settle for ‘good enough’ when you can have it all?
Introducing the ET40-HC and ET45-HC Rugged Healthcare Tablets
Everything you need to give your patients the highest quality care — at a price you can afford.
Designed for constant disinfecting
Disinfect with the harshest chemicals after every use, preventing the spread of germs.

Rugged and ready for work
Built to last for years — survives drops and exposure to liquids, rain, snow and extreme heat and cold.

Healthcare alert button for rapid response
When every second counts, one press of a button summons help.

The fastest wireless networks — 5G and Wi-Fi 6
Keep caregivers connected anywhere with the fastest and most reliable wireless connections.

World-class scanning
Any barcode, in any condition, all in a split second — with healthcare-friendly illumination.

Large 10 in. display that’s perfect for patient records
See more. Do more. Scroll less. Rugged Gorilla Glass. Easy to see inside and outdoors.

Tailor it for so many jobs
Use it as a self check-in kiosk, a fixed or mobile workstation, at bedside for patient communications and more.

Everything you need for telehealth
High-resolution front-facing camera for remote appointments, virtual follow-ups, family visits and more.

Turn it into a walkie-talkie or PBX handset
Enable seamless and secure communication between staff and clinicians.

Count on availability and support
More staff? No problem. It’s available for sale for 3 years — with 6 years of available support.

Dependable power every minute of every shift
Extra-high capacity, user replaceable battery with an industry-leading battery management solution.

Built-in advantage with Zebra Mobility DNATM Professional
Powerful pre-installed no-cost tools make these tablets easier to secure, deploy, manage and troubleshoot.
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For more information, please visit www.zebra.com/et4x-hc

